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William Morris (24 March 1834 – 3 October 1896) was an English textile designer, poet, novelist, translator,
and socialist activist. Associated with the British Arts and Crafts Movement, he was a major contributor to
the revival of traditional British textile arts and methods of production. His literary contributions helped to
establish the modern fantasy genre, while he played a significant role in propagating the early socialist
movement in Britain.Born in Walthamstow, Essex, to a wealthy middle-class family, Morris came under the
strong influence of medievalism while studying Classics at Oxford University, there joining the Birmingham
Set. After university he trained as an architect, married Jane Burden, and developed close friendships with
the Pre-Raphaelite artists Edward Burne-Jones and Dante Gabriel Rossetti and with the Neo-Gothic architect
Philip Webb. Webb and Morris designed a family home, Red House, then in Kent, where the latter lived
from 1859 to 1865, before relocating to Bloomsbury, central London. In 1861, Morris founded a decorative
arts firm with Burne-Jones, Rossetti, Webb, and others: the Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co. Becoming
highly fashionable and much in demand, the firm profoundly influenced interior decoration throughout the
Victorian period, with Morris designing tapestries, wallpaper, fabrics, furniture, and stained glass windows.
In 1875, Morris assumed total control of the company, which was renamed Morris & Co. Although retaining
a main home in London, from 1871 Morris rented the rural retreat of Kelmscott Manor, Oxfordshire. Greatly
influenced by visits to Iceland, with Eiríkr Magnússon he produced a series of English-language translations
of Icelandic Sagas. He also achieved success with the publication of his epic poems and novels, namely The
Earthly Paradise (1868–1870), A Dream of John Ball (1888), the utopian News from Nowhere (1890), and
the fantasy romance The Well at the World's End (1896). In 1877 he founded the Society for the Protection
of Ancient Buildings to campaign against the damage caused by architectural restoration. Embracing
Marxism and influenced by anarchism, in the 1880s Morris became a committed revolutionary socialist
activist; after an involvement in the Social Democratic Federation (SDF), he founded the Socialist League in
1884, but broke with that organization in 1890. In 1891 he founded the Kelmscott Press to publish limited-
edition, illuminated-style print books, a cause to which he devoted his final years. Morris is recognised as
one of the most significant cultural figures of Victorian Britain; though best known in his lifetime as a poet,
he posthumously became better known for his designs. Founded in 1955, the William Morris Society is
devoted to his legacy, while multiple biographies and studies of his work have seen publication (font:
Wikipedia).
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From reader reviews:

Deborah Green:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to know everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or even goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They may be
reading whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. Think about the person who don't
like reading a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem or maybe
exercise. Well, probably you will want this The Hollow Land.

Sadie McBride:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
when those information which is from the former life are difficult to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one is appropriate to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you get the
unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen inside you if you take The Hollow Land as your daily resource
information.

Melinda Anderson:

Beside this kind of The Hollow Land in your phone, it could give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh in the oven so
don't be worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have The Hollow
Land because this book offers to you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you rarely
get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this inside your hand. The
Enjoyable agreement here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss
it? Find this book along with read it from currently!

Thelma Cobb:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
from your book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source that filled update of news. With
this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social
like newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just seeking
the The Hollow Land when you necessary it?
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